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**Prior skills**

The student should have competence in digital processing, radiofrequency, network systems, and good background in mathematics for communications including statistics. Skills in programming, C or C++ for example, and/or simulation tools like Matlab or Octave are desirable.

**Requirements**

Pre: Next Generation Wireless Communications and IoT
Co: None

**Degree competences to which the subject contributes**

**Basic:**
CB6. (ENG) CB6 - Poseer y comprender conocimientos que aporten una base u oportunidad de ser originales en el desarrollo y/o aplicación de ideas, a menudo en un contexto de investigación.

**Specific:**
01 MTM. (ENG) Diseñar, implementar y evaluar redes de comunicaciones móviles celulares de última generación, así como de las generaciones previstas para el futuro cercano.
02 MTM. (ENG) Diseñar, implementar y evaluar redes heterogéneas de elevada densidad mediante técnicas de virtualización de la red de acceso.

**Generical:**
03 DIS. (ENG) Diseñar aplicaciones de alto valor añadido basadas en las Tecnologías de la Información y las Comunicaciones (TIC), aplicadas a cualquier ámbito de la sociedad.

**Transversal:**
03 TLG. THIRD LANGUAGE. Learning a third language, preferably English, to a degree of oral and written fluency that fits in with the future needs of the graduates of each course.

**Teaching methodology**

Thanks to the material developed by instructors: slides, class notes, etc. available at the digital campus ATENEA, the student has enough tools to work autonomously, either in groups or individually.
In the theory sessions based on expository classes, the formal explanation of the teacher is combined with informal questions to the students to promote discussion.
In the laboratory sessions, groups will be formed to develop specific mini projects related to the subject areas indicated. Each group will have to write a report indicating the results obtained or show them through a performance demonstration of the implemented system.
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Learning objectives of the subject

At the end of the course the student should be able to:
1) Apply proper technologies for designing and managing versatile implementations of powerful, efficient and portable wireless systems.
2) Identify the best solution for each part and component of wireless system attending the flexibility demanded by Cloud RAN approach.
3) Apply optimization methodologies for the complete wireless system, the demanded infrastructure or part of the system.

Study load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total learning time: 75h</th>
<th>Hours large group:</th>
<th>17h</th>
<th>22.67%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hours medium group:</td>
<td>0h</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hours small group:</td>
<td>10h</td>
<td>13.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guided activities:</td>
<td>0h</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self study:</td>
<td>48h</td>
<td>64.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Cognitive and Software Defined Radio

**Learning time:** 3h  
Theory classes: 2h  
Laboratory classes: 1h

**Description:**  
The evolution of wireless systems has followed a long path from the conventional voice-centric cellular systems. The data traffic associated to wireless communications has experienced a high increase thanks to the arrival of multimedia applications. New generation of wireless systems tries to accommodate this increasing demand by means of new transmission technologies and an improved resource management. The improvement in the efficiency of Spectrum use combined with Software Radio and the idea that cognitive learning can be applied to wireless system deployment and management is creating new research and business possibilities. Application of Cognitive Radio and SDR in advanced communications systems constitutes the basis for incorporating learning functions for the management of spectrum and network resources.

**Related activities:**  
1) Lecture.  
2) Hands-on wireless project

### Cloud-RAN

**Learning time:** 5h  
Theory classes: 3h  
Laboratory classes: 2h

**Description:**  
An emerging term in radio access network (RAN) architecture is defined by “Cloud-RAN” concept. The basic idea behind C-RAN is changing the traditional RAN architecture to take advantage of cloud computing, Software-Defined Radio (SDR), Software-Defined Networks (SDN) and Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS). C-RAN is a RAN architecture that is not bound to a single RAN air interface technology. Essentially, conventional cellular base stations are replaced by small remote radio heads connected by optical fiber to a data center where digital processing of physical layer, and the rest of network layers, is carried out. Current cloud computing management frameworks, like OpenStack, OpenNebula, etc, needs to address the intensive real-time computing requirements of modern and future wireless systems. Incorporation of cloud concepts, like a centralised management that facilitates the extensive use of Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) transmission and reception or Inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) techniques, or the resource virtualization, that promotes the development and evolution of Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) concepts, promises relevant reduction in CAPEX and OPEX in future wireless networks.

**Related activities:**  
1) Lecture.  
2) Hands-on wireless project.
### Digital signal generation and processing strategies

**Description:**
Current and future wireless communication standards and its related technologies (LTE, LTE-Advanced, WiMAX, etc) are being defined with enough flexibility to allow the inclusion in the processing chain concepts or subsystems aimed at improving the radio communication capabilities. Among others, we can analyze the impact of including within the transceiver signal processing strategies to improve both signal’s integrity and the overall system’s efficiency: crest factor reduction techniques to moderate the signal’s PAPR, dynamic supply or dynamic load modulation strategies to improve the transceiver efficiency, steerable antennas to perform beamforming, MIMO, or the incorporation of processing components for coordinated transmission (CoMP) or interference mitigation (ICIC), etc.

**Related activities:**
1) Lecture.
2) Hands-on wireless project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning time: 6h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theory classes: 4h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory classes: 2h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Advanced high-efficient transceiver architectures

**Description:**
Using the classical Cartesian I-Q transceivers to cope with non-constant envelope modulated signals with high peak-to-average power ratios (LTE, LTE-Advanced, WiMAX) clearly results power inefficient. To overcome this power efficiency limitation, the conventional Cartesian transceiver architectures are being modified or adapted to ensure optimal system-level amplification with highly efficient switching mode RF PAs. System level architectures (some including power supply control) with great potential for high-efficiency operation such as: linear amplification with nonlinear components (LINC), ΔΣ modulator-based or “all-digital” transmitters, envelope tracking (ET) PAs or polar transmitters (PTs), have been revived thanks to current high-speed digital signal processors (DSP) which substitute their analog counterparts, subjected to tolerances and periodic adjustments.

**Related activities:**
1) Lecture.
2) Hands-on wireless project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning time: 6h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theory classes: 4h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory classes: 2h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The qualification is based on the realization of three mini projects. The qualification of each one of them will be determined by the degree of consecution of the project's specific objectives defined. Each project contributes to the subject's final score with the same percentage.
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